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Irreducible Decomposition of Fundamental
Modules for Ail) and Cjl), and
Hecke Modular Forms
Michio Jimbo and Tetsuji Miwa
§1.

In [1], [2] Kac and Peterson established a connection between the
characters of irreducible highest weight modules over Euclidean Lie algebras and the classical theta and modular functions. In particular, they
considered the generating functions of weight multiplicities along the
direction of multiples of the null root (the string functions), and derived
their automorphic properties.
In this paper, we treat a different sort of generating function which
we encounter when we consider the decomposition of a highest weight
module with regards to a subalgebra. To be specific, let us consider A~}:"l
and its subalgebra ql). Let Aj (O<j:~21-1) denote the fundamental
weights for A~LI and let L(Aj) denote the associated highest weight module.
We use Ak and L(Ak) (O<k<l) to denote those with respect to ql).
When we consider L(Aj ) as a ql) module, it is no longer irreducible, but
is decomposed into irreducible parts, each of which is isomorphic to one
of L(ASs. Thus, in terms of the characters, we have the identity of the
form

Here I~ means the restriction to the Cartan subalgebra of q1), and q=e- iJ;
where 0 is the null root of q1). Our problem is to determine the power
series EMq). If we set
e~k(

z-) = q (j -

k)/2-j'/41 + (k + 1)'/ 4 (1 +2)

Ejk(q)

with q=e2 <i<, it follows from the result of Kac and Peterson that eh(z-) is.
a modular form. On the other hand, through computer experiments we
found the following asymptotic property as 1-+ 00 : there exist power series.
F)1(q) (lJ=O, 1,2, ... ) independent of I such that
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holds for allj, k and I. These facts tempted us to determine Ejiq) explicitly.
Let us state our result. We set fP(q) = IT n~1 (l_qn). Then we have
forj<k
=( 2: -

(Ll)

m~O

n60

2: )( -

)nqn(n+l)/2+ (k+l)m+ (-j+k)n/2+ U+2)m(m+n)

m<O

n<O

+( 2:- 2:)( m~O

n>O

)n q n(n+l)/2+(k+l)m+(J+k)n/2+ U +2)m(m+n).

m<O
n~O

We note that Ejiq) =.0 forj$k mod 2.
We can rewrite (1.1) so that the transformation property is more
apparent. Let us consider the following quadratic form.

We set L=Z2 and L*=(1/2(1+2»Z(£>(1/21)Z. Let us denote by Go the
discrete group {g E SOo(R) n SL(2, Z) ig fixes each element of L*/L}. In
+ 1 1)2. Forr= ( yX ) we set sgnr=sgnx.
fact, GO IS generated by 1+21+1

.

(I

Now we define
O:(r)=

2:

sgnre~i.B(r,r)

B(r,r»O

rEOo\(L+p)

for P E L*.
This is a modular form of weight 1, which Kac and Peterson called
the Hecke indefinite modular form. They showed that the string functions
for Ail) of arbitrary level m are nothing but Hecke indefinite modular
forms. In their notations the result reads
k+l
(1.2)

P= [ 2(m;2)
2m

Here r;(T)=ql/24 fP (q) is the Dedekind eta function. Remarkably enough,
our result is written in exactly the same expression.
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(1.3)

Note that in (1.2) the rank of the algebra is restricted to 1 but the level
m is arbitrary. On the other hand in (1.3) the rank I is arbitrary but the
level is restricted to 1.
In [3] we considered a sl.ffiilar problem for the pair A~1)::::>A~2), motivated by the connection with the soliton theory. Here we extend the result
in [3] by showing that the decomposition rule for A~P::JA~~) is included in
that for Ai~~l::J q~~l'
We also consider the case C W::::> Gil) . In this case the decomposition
rule is given in terms of the Hecke modular form with the quadratic form
B'(r, n=2(l+2)x2-8(l+ 1)y2, for T= (~).
In Section 2 we review the necessary ingredients of the representation
theory of Euclidean Lie algebras. Section 3 is devoted to the derivation
of (1.1) and (1.3). Our method is to utilize the principal specialization in
order to find the inverse matrix to (EJk)O~j,k~!' Then the problem of inversion is solved by reducing it to that for a simpler one of infinite size
)(J-k)/2 q U -klU -k+2)/8)j,kEZ'
In Sections 4 and 5, we treat the cases AW
::::>AW and CW::::>CP>, respectively.

«-

§2.
In this section we shall formulate the problem. As for the definition
of Euclidean Lie algebras and their representation theory, the reader is
referred to the literatures [2], [4], [5]. Throughout this paper, definitions
and notations for basic concepts such as the Chevalley basis et , ft, ht
(O<i<l), simple roots at. irreducible module L(A) associated with the
highest weight A, etc. will be based on [2]. In particular, we include the
derivation dwith the properties [d, ej]=ojOej• [d. h) = -OjOh, [d, hj]=O in
the definition of Euclidean Lie algebras.
In this paper we shall be concerned mainly with two specific types of
Euclidean Lie algebras, AiE.land Cp'.

...
~ ... ----/
~

~

Fig. 1. Dynkin diagrams of

AW_l and ql)
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We regard Cf1) as a sub algebra embedded in AW-l by a diagram automorphism of the latter. Namely, let e i , Ii, hi (O~i~21-1) denote the
Chevalley basis of g=Ag:.. 1• Then the elements ei,h, hi (O~i~l) given
by

(x=e,f, h)

together with the derivation d, generate a subalgebra g which can be (and
is) identified with ql). Under this identification, the two algebras share
the central element

in common. Denote by fj = (EB~~ol Chi)EBCd, q=(EB\~o Chi)EBCd the
Cartan subalgebras of 9 and g, respectively. Then the simple roots ii j E fj*
for 9 and those ai E q* for g are related through
iiol~=ao,

iii 1~=ii2!-i Iq=ai

(1 ~i ~1-1),

ii1Iq=al·

In particular we have the relation of the null roots 0 = 319' where 3=
L:~l~-oliii' 0=ao+2 L:t:i ai+al' We note here the property of 0:
A(h i) = A'(h i)

(O~i<l)

Denote also by Ai

E

fj*, Ai

if and only if A:::::A' mod Co
E

(A, A'

E

q*).

q* the fundamental weights

Aj(hj)=Oij,

AtCd)=O

(O<i, j~21-1),

AtChj)=Oij,

A;(d)=O

(O~i,j~l).

They are related through
AoI9=Ao,

AiIQ=A2!-il~=Ai

(1 <i~l+l),

A1Iq=A I •

Now let A be a linear form on fj which is integral (A(h;) E Z for all i)
and dominant (A(hi»O for all i). There corresponds an irreducible gmodule L(A)=a(g)vJ (a(g)=the universal enveloping algebra of g) such
that eivJ=O (for all i) and hVJ = A(h)vJ (for all hE fj). L(A) is uniquely
determined up to isomorphisms by the set of non-negative integers
(A(ho), .. " A(hu _ I », irrespective of the value A(d). On L(A), each Ii is
locally nilpotent (that is, for any v E L(A), there exists an M>O such that
lfv=O). Next regard L(A) as a g-module. Since rl;,]2l-i]=O, h=li+
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121-; is also locally nilpotent on L(.,1)(*). By virtue of the complete reducibility theorem (Proposition 2.9) in [2], the g-module L(A) then decomposes
into direct sums of the irreducible modules of the type L(A), which are
similarly defined via dominant integral forms A E q*. This decomposition
is described more precisely in terms of the characters
chL<A) = I: muItj O)e1 .
lEi>
chL(A)

=I:
muItA (l)e ' .
lEP

Here P, P denote the lattice of integral weights for 9 and g, respectively,
P~, P + will designate the set of dominant· integral weights. In the sequel
we choose A, A so that A(d)=O, A(d)=O.

Proposition 1. There exist power series Ejiq) in one variable q such
that
(2.1)

I:

chL<A) Ilj=

AEP+

EJiq) chw ),

,1(0) =A(o),A(d) =0

They have the properties
(2.2)

(2.3)
where in the last line A', A' aredefined by

- -

A'(h j )=
A'(h j )

{A(h,_;)

-A(h8H)

= A(h,_;)

(O<i<l)

(1+ 1<i<21-1),
(O<i<1)

and A'(d)=O, A'(d)=O.
Proof. Set V={vEL(A)le;v=O (O<i<l)}, and let V=EB.lE!l'Vl
(2 = {l E PI V.l =FO}) be its weight space decomposition. It is known (Proposition 2.9 [2]) that 2cP + and that
L(A) ~

EEl (L(l)EB·

.. EBL(A)).

lE!l'~

dIm V l-times

(*)

This can also be shown by using the vertex representation [3] [6].
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For a A E fE, let A E P+ be such that A(hi)=A(h i)
Then A can be written as

(O~i~l)

and A(d)=O.

with some nonnegative integers Vi and n E Z. This implies that ;1 If) =
A mod EB~~o Za i , A(e) =A(e) = A(e) and n = vo~O.
Setting E1iq)=
L:n~o dim VA_n,·qn we obtain (2.1) and (2.2).
It remains to show the symmetry (2.3). Define ~ E GL(EB~~-'/ C&;),
~ E GL(EB~~o Cai) by ~(&i)=&!-i (Os;, is;, I), =&3!-i (/+ Is;,i<21-I) and
~(ai)=aH (Os;,is;,l). Then the symmetry of Dynkin diagrams ensures
the relations
~(e-AchLCA))= e- A' chLCA')
~(e-AchLcA))

= e- A' chLCA').

(Note that these are formal power series in e- fii or e- ai ). Substitution into
(1.1) yields

Using

~(o)=o

and the identity

we obtain (2.3).
In the next section we shall determine the functions Eliq) when the
level A(e)=A(e) of L(A) is 1, i.e. for A=Aj • Write EMq) = EjjAk(q), O~j,
k<l. Properties (2.2), (2.3) are rephrased as

(2.2)'

if j $.k mod 2,

(2.3),
Since Ejk(q)'S are power series, we see that
(2.4)

q

U-k)/2E! ( ) _ {O(I)
jk q O(qU-k)/2)

(j<k)
(j>k)

for q-----..O, as a consequence of (2.3)'.
An important property of Eliq) is that, when multiplied by certain
power of q, it becomes a modular form. As shown in [2], for Euclidean
Lie algebras the characters ch L(11 ) are expressible in terms of classical theta
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functions of several variables. Based on this observation, Kac-Peterson
derived transformation formulas for these characters and the "string functions" [2]. From their results and (2.1), it follows that EJ,lq)'s also have
automorphic properties. We give below their explicit forms for level 1
modules L(Aj ) and L(Ak).
Introduce a coordinate on fj (resp. fj) by setting
h= -21Ci(7:d + 2%: Zihi+ tc ),

(7:, Z, t)

(resp. h= -21Ci(7:d+ ~ zihi+ tc),

E

CXC 21 -1xC

(7:, Z, t)

E

CXC I XC).

We set

s_
j -

j(2/-j)
41

2/-1
24

s = k(2/+2-k) _ 1(2/+ I)
4(1+2)

k

These are holomorphic for 1m 7:>0 ([2]).
these characters read as follows:

_ ( - -1, -Z, t+ <2,
Xj
7:

7:

z»)_-

27:

24(1+2)

Transformation formulas for

1 2~,t
(21Cijj')_ ( - t)
L.J exp - - Xj' 7:, Z,
21 j'=O
21

j-

'V

(0<j~21-1),

Xk(-1-,~,
7:

7:

t+

-,<~z'~Z)~)=J==2=

±

sin (k+l)(k'+I)1C)Xk'(7:,
1+2 k'=O
1+2
(O<k</)

27:

Z,

where

Proposition 2. Let q=e2%i<, and set e}k(7:)=q'J- SkEA(q).
Then the matrix rS'1(7:)=(e}l7:»ol>J,k;'i;1 obeys the transformation law
rS'1(7:+ 1) = D1rS'1(7:)D;:1
(2.5)

rS'1( -

!

)=SIrS'I(7:)SI

t)
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( D)
l jj' -

/~ _
'V

(D l ),,,,,
= Un-III
0I""e2rri8k,
IH'"

5'1
e 2<iiij
Ujj',

21 (Sl)""' =
JJ

Jti2

(l<j':S/-I)
("'
] = 0 , I)

{2COS(jj'7r/I)
cos ( ]]" ,7rII)

(Sl)w=sin «k+ I)(k' + 1)7r/(1+2)).

Using (2.5) we can show that, by the substitution T ~ 1/(2T+ I), each
of the blocks (e~k(T))j,keVen or (eh(T)\,kOdd of ICl(T) separately undergoes a
transformation of the form (2.5). Consequently, their determinants are
modular forms with respect to the group

o mod 2}

which has

ro(2)={(~ ~)

(6 Dand G~) as its generators.

E

SL(2, Z)!c=

In fact we can

verify the following by an argument similar to the proof of Proposition
4.18 in [2]: For I odd,

for I even
det (e~k(T))j, keven = 1)(T)1)(2T)-1
det (e~k(T))j,k odd = 1)(T)-I1)(2T),
where 1)(T)=ql/24<p(q), q=e2<i< and <p(q) = n:~o (l_xn+l). For example,
the formulas above for 1=2,3 yield the following identities (cf. [3]), respectively:

n (l_ qan+l)-I(l_q8n+7)-t,
L(q) = n (1_q8n+3)-I(l_q8n+5)-t,
K(q) =

00

n=O
00

n=O

(2.6)

n (l_ q 5n+l)-I(I_ q5n+4)-I,
H(q)= n (l_ q 5n+2)-I(I_ q 5n+3)-1.
G(q) =

00

n=O

n=O

em

Remark. For even I, Cjl) contains
as an invariant subalgebra by
the diagram automorphism (see § 5). Restriction of the characters of the
pair AW_I::J Cjl) to the Cartan sub algebra of
gives rise to the matrix
(e;iT))o~j'k~l/2' with

em
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(0~k<I/2)

(k=I/2).

For this matrix the following can be verified:
(I=.2 mod 4)
(/=.O mod 4),
(l=2mod 4)
(/=.O mod 4).
In the case 1= 4 or 6 they are reduced to
00

IT

00

(1 +q6n+2)(1 +q6n+3)2(1 +q6n+4)_2q IT (1 +q6n+I)(1 +q6n+5)(1 +q6n+6)2

n=O

n=O

=cp(q)2/cp(q6)2,
cp(q )cp(q4)2cp(q 16Y + qcp(qzycp(q9)cp( q36)2 = cp(q2)cp(q3)3cp(q4)cp(q 16)cp(q36)/ cp( q6),
K(q )K(q9) + q 5L(q )L(q9) = cp(q2)cp(q3)cp(q IZ)cp(q 18)/cp(q )cp(q 8)cp(q 9)(q72)

where K(q), L(q) are given in (2.6).

§3.
We now proceed to determination of EMq). This is done by considering the following one-variable specialization (the principal specialization) of characters

It is known in general that the character chL(A) thus specialized reduces to
a simple infinite product. In our case we have
e- Aj chL<Aj)

le-ao~ ... ~.-a21_bx=cp(x2l)/cp(x)

e- Aj chL(Aj)

le-ao~ ... ~e-a,~x = FU

+4,2j

+2(X)/CP(x)

(0~j<2/-l),

(0< j<l),

where we set
FN,rCX)=

=

IT

(l_xNn+r)(l_xNn+N-r)(l_xNn+N).

11,=0

Since q=e-°=x2\ specialization of (2.1) yields an identity among power
series in ql/21.
Using Jacobi's triple product identity
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IT
00

(l_x2n+2)(I_zx2n+l)(I_z-lx2n+l)=

n~O

L:: (- )nznxno

nez

we can write down the series expansion of FN.rCX).
tional powers we get
xj2/2F21H,2j+2(X)=xj2/2 L::

nez

L::

,,=} mod 2

Collecting like frac-

(- )nx (!+2)n 2+e-I+2

j )n

X k2 /2 P},,(q),

k mod 21

where
P~,,(q)=

L:: (- tl+U-k)/2qQ(!,},k;n)

nez

(3.1)

Q(/,j, k; n)=i/(1 +2)n2 -i(l(j+ 1)-(/+2)k)n

+t(j-k)(j-k+2).

Introducing
PJk(q) = ( - )U-k)/2q U-k)U-k+2)/8

we can rewrite (3.1) into a more convenient form

L::

PJiq)=qej+l)O/4(!+2)

q-U'+1)2/4(!+2)P;:iq)

}'=} mod2(t+2)

(3.2)

= q _k2/4!

L::

qk'O/41 Pj-k(q).

k'=k mod 2l

The following symmetry properties are now apparent:
P':..j-2,-,,(q)= -PMq),
Pf+l,,,(q)=P: Z- 3,,,(q),
Pj,z(q)=Pj,_z(q),
q-ej+l)'/4(!+2)PMq)
(resp. qk 2/4!PMq» is periodic with respect toj (resp. k) with
period 2(1+2) (resp. 21).

(3.3)

We set also
PMq)+PJ,_k(q)
{
P}iq)= Pj,,(q)

o

(j===k mod 2, l:::;;:k<l-l)
(j=k mod 2, k=O or I)

(otherwise).

For the moment assume that 1 is prime. Equating like fractional
powers in the specialization of (2.1), we then obtain l:l.n equality
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In other words, the matrix (q(i-j)/ZEf/q» in question is inverse to the
matrix (~(q)-IPMq». We shall show (proposition 3) that this is true for
any (not necessarily prime) integer 1>2.
For p, N e Zwith p=Nmod 2, we put

0:(,,)= I: (- )nNe#iN«n+p/zN)".
nEZ

They have the transformation property

O:(-=~) =

(3.4)

"

J-

N

I: e#ip>/ZNO~(,,).

i"

>=Nmod2
mod 2N

101

In this notation (3.1) is written as
z (q)_q-Cjk(_)(J-k)/ZOZ(Z+Z)
P jk
Z(j+l)-(Z+2)k (_)
•

(3.5)

with q = ehi< and

_

U+I)Z
4(/+2)

kZ

1

+ 41 + 8
=Sj -Sk-l.U -k) + _1_.

cjk - -

2

24

Set further P~k(,,)=qCjkPMq), ftM,,) = qCjkPjiq) and (!JJZ(") = (r;(t)-lftM1:)),
where r;(1:)=ql/Z4~(q) signifies the Dedekind eta function.

Proposition 3.

1 = Cz(,,)(!JJ z(1:).

Proof Recall that the matrix Cz(1:) obeys the transformation law
(2.5) with respect to SL(2, Z). We infer that (!JJz(1:) has the corresponding

properties
(!JJz(1:+ 1) = D z(!JJz(1:)D z1

( -I) = SI(!JJZ(1:)Sz·-

(3.6)

(!JJz ~1:-

The first one is obvious. To prove the second, we apply (3.4) to (3.5).
Since (//2, (1+2)/2)= 1 for even I and (I, 1+2)= 1 for odd I, v=IU+ 1)(l+2)k with O:::;;:j+ 1<1+ 1, -(I-I)<k:::;;:/,j=k mod 2 (or -(1+ 1):::;;:j
:::;;:0, ~/<k<I-I,j=kmod2) runs over the set {II e Z/2NZIII=
N mod 2}, N=/(/+2). This gives

J

I(/+. 2)
-11:

=i

P~k (~)
1:

I:
O&j'+I&Z+1
-(Z-l)&k'&Z
j'=k' mod 2

exp ((- U+I)U'+I) + kk' )7ri)ph,(1:)
1+2
I
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2.:

=i

-L-l;>;j'+l;>;O

exp ((- U+l)U'+I) +_k1k')7Ci)ph,(t").

1+2

-l~k'::;;l-l

j,.sk,mod2

Along with the symmetry (3.3) we obtain (3.6). Formulas (2.5) and (3.6)
show that each of the matrix elements of @" LCt").9' L(t") is invariant under the
action of the full modular group SL(2, Z). To prove @"L(t")gsL(t")=constant (= 1), it then suffices to show the estimate (@"L(t")gslr))Jk-Ojk=O(l)
as:1:~ioo. This can be checked by using (2.4), noting that only the terms
with n=O or n= 1 in (3.1) have possible contributions to the lowest order.
The next step is to compute the inverse matrix of .9'1(t").
are to solve the linear equations of the form
(3.7)

Namely we

(O<i,j<l)

with V~i)=fP(q)-lq(k-i)/2mi(q). Let us extend the range of suffixes of Vk(i)
by requiring for O":::;'k<I-1

The equation (3.7) then reads

2.:

(0 < i, j s;, I).

PMq)V~i)=Oji

-L+l;>;k;>;l

k =j mod 2

For -1-3<j< -1, we have, by using (3.3)

2.:

PMq)V~i)=

-L+l;>;k;>;L

-

2.:

P~j_2,_k(q)V~i)

-L~k~L-l

k=j mod 2

k=J mod 2

Notf" that, forj= -1,

2.:

-L+l;>;k;>;L

klE-l mod 2

Likewise we have

P:lk(q)V~i)=

-

2.:

-l+l;>;k;>;l

P:l_k(q)V~i)=O.

k=-lmod2
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Thus we obtain

By virtue of the quasi-periodicity of
values of j as

PJIe

in j, this can be extended to all

(O<i<l,j E Z).

Finally, substituting (3.2) we obtain
(3.8)
where

'"
P""(q)V(i)_q((J+l)'-(i+l)'/4(1+2)
'"
(!!>
!>
\
L.J
fie
Ie L.J
Uji'-Uj,-i'-21
leEZ
i' .. i mod2!+4
Ie"f mod 2

V~i)

is defined for all k
q - 1e'/4! V~i)

E

Z through

= q - 1c"/4! V~P

if k' =.k mod 2/.

In (3.8) the coefficients Pjk(q) depend only on the differencej-k. Hence
it can be easily solved by taking Fourier transforms. The result is as
follows:

2: ZlcV~i)=(fI

(1_qn+l)(l_z2 q n+l){l_z-2q

n=O

leEZ

X 2:

n»)-1

q (1+2).'+ (i+ 1)·(z2(!+2).H _ Z-2(!+2).-i-2) •

• EZ

A residue calculus then gives cp(q)Sni ) as a double series. Returning to
the original notation, we obtain
cp(q )2 q

(3.9)

(J -

=(

1e)/2EMq)

2: -

m~Otn~O

+(

= cp(q)2Ef_ f,!-le(q)
2: )( -

)1O q 1O(1O+l)/2+(Ie+l)m+(-.1+ k )1O/2+(!+2)m(11Hn)

m<O,n<O

2: '-- 2: )( -

m~O,n>O

)1O q 1O(n+l)/2+(lc+l)m+(.1+k)1O/2+(!+2)m(m+1O)

m<O,n~O

for I=.k mod 2, O<j<k<l. Replacing m+n/2 by m, and separating the
sum over n into even and odd parts, we rewrite (3.9) as
7)(7: )2eh(7:) = 7)(7:Yel- j ,!-l7:)
=( 2: + 2: - 2: ",,,,10,,,0
",,,,0>10
O>1O>m
(3.10)
"'+10",0

2:

)q(!+2)(m+(Ie+l)/2(!+2»'-!(1O+.1/2!)2
10",0>",
0>",+"

+( 2: + 2: - 2: - 2:
O>,,>m

)qC!+2)(m+l/2+(k+l)/2(!+2»"-!(n+l/2+.1/2!)'
1O",O",m
m<;"",O m",O>1O
O>m+1O+l
m+,,+I>O
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As we have mentioned in the introduction, (3.10) is expressible in
terms of a theta series associated with an indefinite binary quadratic form,
which happens to be exactly the same for the string functions (1.2) for A?)
([1], [2]).
Let L C R2 be a lattice of rank 2, and let B(r, r) (r E R2) denote an
indefinite binary quadratic form such that B(r, r) E 2Z for r E L. Let L*
= {r E R21 B(r, r') E Z for all r' E L} denote the dual lattice. Let further
G={g E O(B) IgLcL} and Go={g E G n SOo(B) I g leaves L*/L pointwise
fixed}. Finally, take a decomposition B(r, r)=11(r)12(r) into real linear
forms It(r). For f1 E L * we set
(3.11)
This type of series has been studied by Hecke [7], and is called in [2] a
Hecke indefinite modular form. They have the following transformation
properties:
0L(-r+ 1) =eniB(P,P)Ofj-r),
(3.12)

OL( ~ ~) =V'l~*~ LT VE~/L e2"iB(p,V)Of,v(-r).

Note that (3.11) are not all linearly independent, for we have the relation
for g

(3.13)

E

G

where e(g)= ± 1 is defined by sign ll(gr)=e(g) sign/l(r) for B(r. r»0.
Now we take L = Z2 and set

with 11(r)=.J2(1+2)x±.J2Ty.
2

Then L * = (1/2(/ + 2»Zffi(I/21)Z.

e-1)' (-1 1)

and

The group G is generated by

a=G!~ 1~1) E G,

whereas Go is a cyclic group generated by a2 • If we set F={(x, y)I-lxl<
y::;;:lxl}' then F (resp. FUa(F» is a fundamental region for GnSOo(B)
(resp. Go). Writing down the sum (3.11) explicitly and comparing with
(3.10), we arrive at the conclusion
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k+l

p.= r 2(1-:2)

l

iT

§4.
In this section we consider the case AW =>AW by embedding it into
the case Ai~~l=>C~~~l.
By a technical reason we need a slight modification of our formulation of the problem. So far, we included the derivation d corresponding
to the O-th node in the definition of algebras. For the case AW-l=>Cf!)
(or AW=>AW) we could identify d for both algebras. Now we need to
consider the embedding An~l=>AW and C~~~l=>AW, for which we cannot
choose a common derivation. To avoid technical complexity we shall
consider algebras without derivations in this and the next section. Then,
we consider e- A chL(A) as a formal power series of q= e- Ii and e- a1 , e- a .,
etc., rather than chL(A) as a function on the Cart an subalgebra. The
decomposition reads as
e- A chL(A) If) =

L:

E;iA· e- A chL(A)

AEP+

A(c)~A(c)

with EAiq)=eAlq-AEAA depending only on q. Here 19 means the appropriate specialization of variables. In the following we refer to EAiq) as
the coefficients of the decomposition of ( ... , ch LcA ), •.• ) with regards to
( .•. , chL(A), •.. ).

Let, tr. t z E ~41+2 be involutive automorphisms of the Dynkin diagram
of Ai~~l given by
tD) '==J+ 21+ 1
tlj)=41+2-j

(mod 4/+2),
(mod 41+2).

They induce involutive automorphisms of
£1 and t z•
Then we have

Ai~~h

which we also denote by

gZdef{X E Ai~~II {2(X)=X}~ Cg~l'

gSdef{X E gIl {2(X)=X}
={X E g21 ttCX)=X}~A~;).
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The Chevalley basis for gi (i= 1,2,3) is chosen by the following rule: Let
g be a sub algebra of g induced by its involution t. Let e j , Ij' hj denote
the Chevalley basis for g and let ej , jj, h j denote that for g. Then
1) eJ=ej,jj=IJ' hj=hj if t(j)=j,
2) ej=ej+e,(j),jj=lj+I,(j), hJ=hj+h,(j) if t(j)=I=j and t(j) is dis·
connected with j,
3) eJ=eJ+e,(j), jj=2(/j +I'(J)' hj =2(hj +h,(j) if t(j)=I=j and t(j)
is connected with j.
Thus we have the following diagram.
£21+1

A~i~l :::J qi~l
(4.1)

U

G.;~, [

U

AW:::J AW
Fig. 2.

--~-~ e- A•

e- Aj chL<A;)

e- A'1' chL(A'}')

F~'k'

chL(A.)

iI~k' [
e- A'., chL(A"')

Commutative diagram and decomposition of characters

We remark that the numbering of nodes in the Dynkin diagram
here is different from that in [2]. Namely, we have

o

1

u
A 21(2)

•

1

---o------y

o ===?o- • • •

---o---J

21+1
.

1-1

• • •

o ===? 0 - -

o

21

o ===? 0 - -

1+2
1-1
• •.• - - 0

for~AW

1+1

===?o

•

Fig. 3. Dynkin diagrams for C~i~l and A~~)

In the previous section we determined the coefficients of the decomposition of (chL(Ao), .. " chL (A2t+l) for Aii~l with regards to (chL(Ao)' •• "
ch w2 t+l) for C~i~l' which we denoted by EJ~+l(q). Now denote by .J~
(j=O, ... ,2/) (resp. A~ (j=O, .. " I»~ the fundamental weights for AW
(resp. AW), and denote by FMq) (O<j, k<l) the coefficients of the decomposition of (chL(A~)' •• " chL(A;) with regards to (chL(A~l> •• " ch L (A;_l)'
ch L ( 2A i)'
We show that
Proposition 4.

(j, k=O, .. " I).
where j

*=j

(for j even),

= 21 + 1 ~ j (jar j odd).
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Let us denote by G~~(q) (0<j<21+ 1, 0<k<2/) the coefficients of
the decomposition of (chL(Ao) , ... , ch L(A2!+1) with regards to (chL(A~)' ... ,
chL<A~L)' and by HMq) (j, k=O, ..• , I) those for the pair (chWo), ... ,
chL(AL) and (chL(A~), ... , chL(A t _ chL(2A~) (See Fig. 2). Then Proposition
4 follows from the diagram (4.1) and the following.
1 ),

Proposition 5.
G;~=Ojkf{!(qZ)/f{!(q)

(4.2)

(j, k=O, ···,2/),

G~l+"k(q) = OOkf{!(qZ)/f{!(q)

(4.3)

H/iq) = Ojkf{!(q2)/f{!(q)

(k= 0, ... , 2/)

(j, k=O, ... , 2/).

Proof The vanishing ofthe off diagonal elements of (G~~(q» follows
from the same reasoning with (2.2). Then by computing the principal
specialization we can deduce (4.2). To prove (4.3) we exploit the vertex
representation of gt( 00) [3], [6]. By considering C~~~l and A~f) as subalgebras of gr( 00), the highest weight modules (L(Ao), ... , L(A l» and
(L(A~), ... , L(A~_l)' L(2AD) are realized in the polynomial ring C[x l , Xz,
X 3, • • • ].
The vertex representation of Cg~l contains the multiplication
by Xn with odd n. On the other hand, that of AW does not contain operators depending on Xn or 8/8xn with n=2/+ 1,2(21+ 1), 3(2/+ 1), ....
Thus L(A j ) (j=0, ... , I) realized in C[x" X z, X 3 , • • • ] contains a subspace
V~C[X21+I' X3 (Zl+I), X5 (Zl+I), .. ·]0L(Aj) (j=/=I) (or ~C[X21+" X3 (21+I),
X5(Zl+I), ... ] 0L(2AD (j=/». Note that I::~o dim Vnxn =f{!(X4l+2)/f{!(XZl+l}
where Vn={fE VI degJ=n}. Identifying q with XZl+" denote by Xj(x),
Xj(x) the principally specialized characters chL(Aj)' chL(Aj) (or chL(zA,) if j=/}
respectively. Then considerations above imply

X/x)'»HNq)X~(X) '» ~~~;

(4.4)

X;(x).

(The notation F(x) '» G(x) signifies that all the coefficients of the series,
F(x)-G(x) are non-negative). On the other hand, a direct computation
shows
(4.5)

X/x)=

~~~2;

Xj(x).

(4.4) and (4.5) prove the equality (4.3).

§ 5.
t E

This section is devoted to the case CW::::) q'l(Fig. 4). We denote by
the following involution of the Dynkin diagram of C~P :

@52l+1
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t(j) = 2/-j

(j=o, ... ,2/).

Then we have
(5.1)

u
Cfl)

0:==>0- ••• ---<><==0 .

Fig. 4. Dynkin diagrams for

cW

and Cfl)

We denote by 0 the null root in C?) and set q=e- 6 • Note that the specialization of the null root in CW with respect to the embedding (5.1) gives
rise to 20.
We denote by JMq) (O<j, k</) the coefficients of the decomposition of (chL <1o)' ••• , chL <1!» with regards to (chL(Ao) , •.. , chL(A,», where
A/s (resp. A/<'s) denote the fundamental weights of CW (resp. Cfl». Note
that JMq)=O ifj=t=k mod 2.
We introduce a quadratic form B' and the associated modular forms:
We set

and

If we set L=Z(JJZ, then the dual lattice is given by L*=Z/2(1+2)(JJ
Z/8(1 + 1). Let

a=(21+3 4/+4)
1+2 21+3

E

SO(B')

'

and
Go={a2n ln

E

Z}.

Then Go fixes L*/L elementwise. Now we define OL(z) by (3.11). Identifying q with e2~i., we obtain the following explicit formula for Jjk(q).
Theorem 2.
(5.2)

7j(2!)}(Z)ql/B+ (j -k)/2- (j+ 1)'/4(1+ I) + (k+ 1)'/4(1 +2) Jjk;(q)

(j, k=O, ... , I)

= Of:i1:),
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where
1
k+ 1
= 2+
2(/+2)
f.1

Proof

[

1.

1
j+1
"4+ 4(/+1)

We exploit the following commutative diagram.
(I)
'C(l)
A 41-1
--'
21

U

U

A~}~I:J

C?)

Fig. 5. Commutative diagram Ai}~I::Jqp and Ag~pC?)

Since we know the decompositions for Ai}~I::) A~}~l> Ai}~I:::J Cn> and
by a similar argument as in Section 4, we have

A~}~I~ C?>,

(5.3)
(j=O, . ··,21, i=O, .. " I),
where V~i(q) denotes V~i) in (3.7). Let us define
by the right hand side of (5.3). Then we have

n:=1

n;'=0

---'-'--"-:

X 2:

J]i(q)

for arbitrary j, i

(l_q2n)2

(1_z2 q 2n+I)(l_z-2q 2n+l)
q(!+2)m 2+(i+l)m(z2(!+2)m+i_ z -2(1+2)m-i-2).

mEZ

A residue calculus gives the following sum:
<j<l)

For 0 <j< k<l (resp. O<k

f[J(q2)f[J(q)q U- k )/2Jjk (q)

(5.4)

= (2:

2:)( -

)nqn(n+l) + (!+2)m2+ (k+l)m+ (2n+l) W+2)m+ (k-j)/2)

m<:;O
m<O
n<:;O(resp.n>O) n<O(resp.n;:;;O)

-(2: - 2:)( m<:;O
n<:;O

)n q n(n+I)+(l+2)m 2+(k+l)m+(2n+I)((!+2)m+(k+ J +2)/2)

m<O
n<O

Finally, by rearranging the summation in (5.4), we obtain (5.2).
As for the determinant of (Jjk ) we have the following.
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Proposition 6.

det (Jjk)j,k~O,2, ... ,I = cp(q) -1/2cp(q2y/2
det

(Jjk)j,k~I,3, ... ,1-1

I: even,

= cp(q) -1/2cp(q2)-1/2

det (Jjk)j, k~O,2, ... , 1-1 = cp(q )(I-l l/2cp(q2)(l-3 l/ 2cp(q4)
det

(Jjk)j,k~I,3, ... , I

= cp(q )(-I-l l/2cp(q2)<3 -l l/ 2cp(q4)-1

I: odd.

F or the proof, we set

m
2(1

+ 2)

n
8(1 + 1)
In the present case the coefficients of the decomposition Jjk(q) (j, k=
0, .. " I) corresponds only to those 8m,nCr:) with even n. Let us denote
by ToCr:) the matrix (8~,n(r:))m~1,2"",I+1' Because of the symmetry relation
n=O,2, ···,2l

(3.13) we have 8~m+1,4n+2(!)=0 and 8;m,4n(r)

=

0.

In other words, the

square matrix To(r) splits into two blocks:
T/r) = (8~,n(r))m~1,3""'2[1/2J+1
n=O,4,···,4[l/2]

and
T 2(r) = (8;",n( r ))m~2,4,,.,,2[(l+1)/2J .
n~2,6,··· ,4[(l +1)/2J-2

Then Proposition 6 follows from
Proposition 7.
I: even,

I: odd
I: even,
I: odd.
Proof

The transformation property (3.12) implies

8B' (
L,p

r)
2r-l
-2r + 1 = 16(1+ 1)(1+2)

"(
')8 B' ()
s p, P L,p' r

P,fi.IL

with
s(p, p')=

L:
lEL*IL

e2• i (B(p+p',ll+BU,l)).
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Note that for
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we have B(A',A')=B(A,A), and for A"=A+

C62) we have
I: even
I: odd.

B(A", A")= {B(A, A) I
B(A, A)+"2

If we set

fl-= [

2(1:2)

8(1:

1)

1 and
J

then
B(fl-+ f1-', A' -A)= _

~ ~ n'

m+m'

B(fl-+ fl-', A" -A)= --'--2

and

Thus we can show that
S(fl-, f1-')=O

if n$cI1' mod 2

and

S{f1-, fl-') = 0

I: even,

m$cm' mod 2

or I: odd,

m=m' mod 2.

if

By using (3.13) we obtain
(5.5)

r.(__
-2T+ 1

1:"
___ )

J

=

(21:" -1)S T.(T)S'
J

J

J'

j=I,2,

with some matrices Sj and S;. Here 1*= 1, 2* = 2 (I: even) and 1* =2,
2* = 1 (I: odd), respectively. By a similar argument we can show that
(5.6)

j=I,2,

with some matrices Sj and S;.
The transformation property (3.12) implies that det To(T) = det TI(T)
. det T 2( T) is a modular form of weight 1+ 1 with some multiplier system
for To(2). We can show that for T-+ioo
(5.7)

M. Jimbo and T. Miwa
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and
(5.8)

();',2n( r) = O(q m2/4(l + 2) -

(m

-1)2/4(l+ I»,

l~m~/+1.

°

Using (3.13), (5.7) and (5.8) we can estimate the order of zeros at cusps
and 00 for det To(r), and we obtain det To(r) = l'}(r)l'}(2r)2l+ I.
The transformation property (5.5) implies, for even I, each det Tir)
(j= 1,2) is itself a modular form with some multiplier system for ro(2).
Using (5.8) we can estimate the order of zeros at 00 for them to show that

and

Since we know that tl(r)· t 2(r) = 1, one of tir) (j= 1,2) does not have a
pole at the cusp 0, and hence it is equal to 1. Hence we conclude tir)
=1 (j=1,2).
For odd I, (5.6) implies that det T j (j= 1,2) is a modular form with
some multiplier system for ro(4). Among the cusps 0, 1/2 and 00 for ro(4),
we can easily estimate the order of zero at 00 directly, and at 1/2 by using
(5.5). Since we know that det TI(r)·det T2(r)=l'}(r)l'}(2r)2l+\ this estimation is enough to conclude Proposition 7 for odd I.
For [=2, not only for the determinants but also for the matrix elements ()~,n(r) explicit representations in terms of Dedekind l'} function are
available:

()i,o(r)+()~,o(r) = l'}(r)2l'}( ] ;

YI

l'}(; )l'}(3r),

()i,o(r)-()~,o(r) = l'}(; )l'}(2r)l'}(3r)5/l'}(r)l'}( 3; Yl'}(6r)2,

()i,ir)+()~,lr) = l'}(r)l'}(3rnl'}(~£-),
-()Llr)+()~,ir) =

l'}(r)l'}(

3;

)l'}(6r)/l'}(3r),

();,lr) = l'}(2r)2,

()i, I(r) + Oi, ir) = l'}(r)l'}(3rnl'}(6r),
()i, lr) -

()i, 7(r)

= l'}(r )l'}(4rY/l'}(2r)2l'}(8r)2,
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Ot9(r-) = r;(r-)2r;(6r-l/r;(2r-)r;(3r-),
0t5(to} = r;(r-)r;(Sr-)2/r;(4r-).

We note that in this special case for 1=2 Proposition 7 leads to the following equality between Dedekind r; functions;
r;(r-)2r;(4r-)r;(6r-)9

+r;(2r-)3r;(3r-)6r;(12r-)8

= 2r;(r-)r;(2r-)r;(3r-)8r;(4r-)3r;(6r-)2r;(12r-)2.
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